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Abstract

Lateral flow biosensors (LFB) has become a hot topic in the scientific literature in asso-

ciation with the rapid growing of paper-based microfluidics. Improving the existing LFB

technology is a challenging task that demands large experimental efforts. Thus computer

simulations are practical tools to assist the development of novel devices, since running

virtual experiments considerably reduces costs and time in the path from design to real

LFB prototypes. We present a computational tool for 3D numerical prototyping of LFB,

which accounts for the fluid dynamics (including capillary-driven flow) in the heteroge-

neous porous materials, the transport of reactive components, and all the biochemical

reactions involved. Mathematical modeling was carried out in the framework of contin-

uum transport phenomena, and numerical calculations were implemented by using the

finite element method. This numerical prototyping allows developers to explore arbitrary

architectures, materials, and assay formats, which is demonstrated here by discussing dif-

ferent real-world examples. The advantages of the proposed numerical model are also

discussed in relation to up-to-date reported methods.

Keywords: Numerical prototype, Lateral flow biosensor, Lateral flow immunoassay,

paper-based microfluidics

1. Introduction

Lateral flow biosensors (LFB) here refers to the vast group of sensing techniques that

have in common the fact that the test fluid is transported by capillary action in a porous

substrate (nitrocellulose, filter, or chromatographic paper) and passes through a capture

zone where an affinity reaction for a specific analyte takes place [1]. In this group, lateral
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flow immunoassays are the best-established technology for rapid and easy detection of

a large variety of biological markers based on the specific antigen-antibody reaction [2].

Lateral flow sensing is nowadays enlarging its application field on the base of hybridization

reactions of nucleic acids [3, 4], which expand the uses to the screening of infectious

diseases, food safety [5] and environmental control, among many other fields [6, 7].

The high activity currently observed in the development of LFB is motivated by several

simultaneous factors. Firstly, LFB satisfy all the requirements to be implemented in

resource-limited settings, mainly for public health in developing countries [8, 9]. Second,

the patents that regulated the use of the base technology have been expiring during the

last years, thus private or governmental institutions are now able to produce devices for a

variety of new applications. A third positive factor is the coexistence with the constantly

growing field of paper-based microfluidics [10, 11, 12]. And finally, the irruption of smart

phones with its double function: the ability to act as optical or electrochemical reader, as

well as their inherent capability for connectivity and data processing [13, 14].

In this scenario, computer simulations become a practical tool to mitigate the large ex-

perimental efforts required for new LFB development, considering that R&D processes for

original and novel devices are increasingly challenging. In fact, numerical prototypes [15]

of LFB would allow scientist and developers to design and explore different architectures,

materials, and assay formats in the search for better binding efficiency and enhanced de-

tection limits. Running these virtual experiments considerably reduces costs and time

in the path from concept to real-world prototypes [16]. This is precisely the goal of the

present work, where a complete computational model (numerical prototype) of LFB is

presented.

Although numerical modeling of antigen-antibody binding in microfluidics has been

under continuous development for the last ten years [17, 18, 19, 20], its employment in the

development of LFB is just starting to emerge in the literature, where special attention is

addressed to the influence of sample and reagent delivery formats [21, 22, 23], as well as to

the effect of label particles and binding modes [24, 25, 26]. These calculations are based on

commercial simulation tools, and focus on the transport and reaction problems exclusively

in the reaction zone. Numerical simulations were also used lately to explore the dynamics

of different membrane shapes [27], assay architectures [28], and time delays [29, 30]; these

works were mostly limited to solve the 2D flow through membranes without computing

binding reactions.

2
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For the particular case of lateral flow immunoassays implemented as strip tests, a 1D

mathematical model was reported for sandwich [31] and competitive assays [32]. These

calculations include a complete set of coupled reactions, but considering uniform and con-

stant fluid velocity through the strip and over time. More recently, a mathematical model

to predict the optimal test line location and sample volume was proposed [33], also using

constant fluid velocity. Another numerical approach [34] makes use of particle filtering

techniques to estimate the state of different assay parameters from experimental data of the

detection line. A comprehensive review of previously reported numerical methods to sim-

ulate LFB is summarized in table S1 in the supplementary material. Finally, it is relevant

to mention that analytical models of LFB have been recently published [35, 36, 37, 38].

Equations reported are very practical to explore the influence of different parameters,

however they describe reactions and 1D transport processes localized in the test lines

only.

Consequently with the development of the field of LFB, this work proposes the mathe-

matical modeling, and the numerical implementation of such modeling, in order to obtain

numerical prototypes able to simulate the full operation of LFB during a complete bioana-

lytical process. The full problem is solved in the whole 3D domain of the device, accounting

for the capillary- or pressure-driven flow in each segment, the transport and diffusion of

every reactive component, and the whole set of biochemical reactions involved. Mathe-

matical modeling was carried out in the framework of continuum transport phenomena,

and numerical calculations were implemented by using the finite element method (FEM).

The proposal is thought to be employed as a handy tool for the design and optimization

of LFB.

2. Mathematical modeling

In this section we present a compact set of equations that models all the transport

phenomena present in LFB that are relevant for the assay performance, i.e. fluid dynam-

ics, solute transport, and biochemical reactions. The modeling is based on the classical

approach of porous media, where the microstructural properties of the substrates are

represented by macroscopic parameters such as porosity and permeability. Besides the

transport of solutes inside such structure is characterized through effective diffusion and

retention coefficients.

3
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2.1. Fluid dynamic model

Here the formulation of a fluid dynamic model for the capillary imbibition of porous

substrates is described. A macroscopic approach is used, where fluid velocity characteristic

length is defined on an intermediate scale, which is much larger than the pore size, but

smaller than the analysis domain considered, so that we avoid describing the local flow

through the intricate pore space. The macroscopic flow is also assumed to be pseudo–

stationary and free of inertia, in agreement with the extremely low local Reynolds numbers

at pores. The system is considered to be under isothermal conditions and with controlled

humidity level. Gravity is ignored in the analysis taking into account that the Bond

number is negligible, but also considering the fact that LFB tests normally run horizontally.

Under these conditions, the average fluid velocity 〈v〉, and the average pressure p

satisfy the following equations [39, 40],

∇ · 〈v〉 = 0 (1)

〈v〉 = −κ
µ
∇p. (2)

Equation (1) represents mass conservation for incompressible fluids that undergo nei-

ther evaporation nor condensation. Equation (2) is the well-known Darcy’s law, where

p is the pressure, µ is the fluid viscosity, and κ the permeability of the porous substrate

(considered as a scalar, which implies material isotropy). This settings configure the most

commonly used model for capillary–driven flows in paper–based substrates [27, 41, 42].

For Newtonian fluids, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be combined in order to obtain the following

expression,

∇ · (κ∇p) = 0 (3)

p = psou at Γsou, (4)

p = pc at Γc (5)

where, Γsou and Γc are the boundary regions where source pressure (psou) is applied, and

where Laplace capillary pressure (pc) is acting over the fluid (i.e. fluid front), respectively.

Considering an arbitrary 3D flow domain, an instantaneous pressure gradient is estab-

lished between regions at fluid source pressure psou and the fluid front position at pressure

pc, where the former is a characteristic function defined by the experimental conditions,

4
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and the last is modeled as the Laplace pressure for capillary action:

pc =
2γcosθ

reff
, (6)

where reff is the effective pore radius, γ is the air-liquid surface tension, and θ is the

contact angle in the pores [43].

Regions Γsou and Γc are determined for every timestep, where the first one is located at

the interface of the substrate with the pressure source, and the second one at the fluid front.

It is worth to note that pressure source usually consist of a liquid drop at one inlet port

of the device, in this case psou is the atmospheric pressure, and Γsou is the corresponding

inlet port region of the substrate. This formulation also admits time-dependent pressure

sources such as peristaltic pumps or hydrostatic liquid columns.

The position and geometry of Γc is determined with the spatial distribution of liquid

saturation S in the device:

Γc = {x ∈ ΩIR3 / S(x) < σsat} (7)

where ΩIR3 represent the calculus domain, and σsat is a real number that represents a

threshold value for defining the dry region of the substrate. Then, S is obtained by

solving the following transport equation [44]:

∂(Sφ)

∂t
+∇ ·

(
〈v〉S −DS∇(Sφ)

)
= 0 (8)

where DS is a dispersive parameter for the fluid front that is related to the microscopic

properties of the substrate [45].

Finally, the pressure field for the capillary imbibition of 3D porous substrates with

arbitrary porosity and permeability, is obtained by numerically solving Eq. (3) with the

boundary conditions determined by Eq (8). Given the pressure field, the velocity field is

obtained by solving Eq. (2).

2.2. Mass transport and chemistry

The mass transport of weakly concentrated bio-molecules can be modeled by a linear

superposition of advective and diffusive transport mechanisms, plus a sink/source term

due to biochemical reactions. In a non-stationary mode, the concentration of a generic

5
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species M is governed by [46]:

∂([M ]φ)

∂t
+∇ ·

(
αMS〈v〉[M ]−DM∇([M ]φ)

)
− rM = 0 (9)

were φ represents the porosity of the substrate, αM is the specific retention coefficient,

whose value is 1 for species that move at the advection velocity and 0 for those immobilized

in the substrate matrix. Finally, DM represents the molecular diffusion coefficient and rM

the reaction term.

In what follows we focus on antigen–antibody reactions for the formulation of numer-

ical prototypes. In immunochemistry, the antigen (Ag) links to the binding sites of the

antibody (Ab) to form an antigen-antibody complex (AgAb),

Ag +Ab
kb−−→←−−−
ku

AgAb (10)

where kb and ku are the rate constants for binding and unbinding reactions respectively.

The processes of association and dissociation are much faster than the transport processes,

hence, adopting chemical equilibrium constants to model the reactions between antigens

and antibodies is a valid approximation. For a single antigen-antibody system, which

involves three equations with the form of Eq. 9, the reactions terms to be included for Ab,

Ag and AgAb, are [47]:

rAg = rAb = −kb[Ag][Ab] + ku[AgAb] (11)

rAgAb = kb[Ag][Ab]− ku[AgAb]. (12)

It is worth to mention that Eqs. (11) and (12) are special cases for the reaction term

rM in Eq. (9). The presented numerical model is also able to deal with other biochemical

reactions such as DNA hybridization, or enzymatic reactions, which are easily implemented

by changing the value of rM accordingly.

3. Numerical Simulation

3.1. Materials and methods

Computer simulations were performed by using the finite element method thorough

the program PETSc-FEM [48, 49] in a Python environment. FEM is a well established

and widely used numerical method for solving partial differential equations (and coupled

6
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systems of equations, as this is the case). There exists a plethora of basic and applied

literature describing the method as well as its applications and capabilities [50, 51, 52].

For the particular case of the FEM implementation of the equations (1)-(12), a detailed

description of the numerical procedures and their computational implementation can be

found in a previous work [53].

Both 1D and 2D simulations were performed on a desktop computer with single quad-

core Intel i7 7700 3.6 GHz processor, 16 GB DDR3-2400 memory, using 4 calculation

threads. 3D simulations where performed by using 3 nodes (30 cores on total) of a dedi-

cated computing cluster located at CIMEC [54]. For solving Eq.(2), as far as the resulting

matrix is symmetric positive definite, we use conjugate gradients as solver, with an al-

gebraic multigrid preconditioner, while for the set of multiple Eqs. (8) and (9), we use

generalized minimal residuals as solver and the Additive Schwarz Method from the PETSc

library as preconditioner.

3.2. Simulation scheme

The simulation procedure involves the iterative calculations for the coupled fields of

pressure, fluid velocity, and species concentration. Once initial conditions for the flow

and concentrations fields are established, the first step consists in setting an adequate

timestep (∆t) for the FEM simulation. In order to determine this value, we use the

following equation:

∆t = min

{
CFL hM

||〈v〉||

}
(13)

where CFL accounts for the Courant-Friedrich-Levy condition [55] that we define with

an optimum value of 0.45 (as a trade off between numerical stability and computing

performance) and hM is the finite element mesh parameter at the fluid front. Once the

timestep is determined, one solving iteration of the transport–reaction equation system

(Eqs. (8) and (9)) is performed by using the velocity field previously calculated.

The new pressure and velocity field are then recalculated (Eqs. (2) and (3)) by updating

the boundary conditions, and the transport solver is called again using the updated velocity

as it was previously described. This iterative scheme is reproduced until the fluid front

reaches the limits of the device (the substrate is fully wet), or the fluid pumping is stopped,

and consequently, velocity is null throughout the whole domain, but reaction an diffusion

7
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Table 1: Dimensions, material properties, initial concentrations and reactions constants of the problem
used to verify the numerical tool [38].

Property Value Unit

Strip length mm 40
Strip width mm 3.5
Test line position mm 26.7
Test line width mm 0.8
Φ 0.7
κ m2 5.5e−16

[T ]0 M 1.3e−6

[A]0 M 1.66e−7

kb M−1 s−1 1218.31
ku s−1 1.75e−3

processes are still evolving, and the transport solver continues its iteration with a default

timestep related to the characteristic time of the reactions.

4. Method validation

In this section we compare the performance of our tool against experimental results

from a standard lateral flow immunoassay (LFIA) test strip, available in the literature [38].

The nitrocellulose strip was modeled with the dimensions, material properties, initial

concentrations and reaction constants provided in the original work and replicated in

table 1. Typical results are shown in Figure 1, expressed in terms of the fraction of bound

test h, that is, the amount of the test species that effectively binded the analyte, forming

the AT complex, divided by the initial amount of test. The relative error between the

experimental fraction of bound test hExprimental and the model prediction hFEM is less

than 7% for t = 300 s. Moreover, at this relatively large reaction time, and given that test

concentrations are very dilute, the analytical prediction [36, 38]:

hAnalytical =
K[A]0

1 +K[A]0

(
1− e(K[A]0+1)kut

)
≈ K[A]0

1 +K[A]0
(14)

where K = kb/ku, and [A]0 is the initial analyte concentration, can be included for com-

parison (dashed line in Figure 1). It is observed that the numerical model presents a

remarkable agreement with both experiments and asymptotic analytical results. There-

fore, the model is exploited in next section to study more sophisticated, out of equilibrium,

lateral flow assays.

8
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Figure 1: Validation of the numerical tool. The fraction of bound test h for a standard LFIA obtained
with our tool (hFEM ) and compared with experimental results (hExperimental) [38] and analytical models
(hAnalytical) [38, 36], for t = 300 s.

5. Application Examples

In this section we present three application examples in order to demonstrate the tool

capabilities. Such examples are presented in order of complexity, but all of them are

oriented to improve the development process of LFB prototypes.

5.1. 1D numerical prototype of LFIA

One of the most widespread application of LFB is LFIA, in fact, LFIA for pregnancy

test is in the market as a home diagnostic tool since many years [2]. Although information

on this matter is widely available, it is worth to include here a brief description of this

important family of LFB.

A typical LFIA is composed of four segments made of different porous materials,

according to the function of each zone. The test begins when the sample (basically an

aqueous solution containing the analyte (A)) is added to the sample pad (first segment).

Capillary force drives the fluid towards the conjugate pad (second segment), where dried

particles (P ) are re-hydrated and mobilized by the flow. These particles work as labels for

detection, and are conjugated to either antigens or antibodies (for sandwich or competitive

formats, respectively), which are specifically targeted for the analyte. Immunoreactions

take place while the fluid is driven through the membrane (third segment), where the

capture bands are located, in order to specifically bind the molecular complex formed. The

9
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fluid continues towards the absorbent pad (last segment), which avoids the interruption

of the flow. In the presence of analytes, the complexes captured at the test band (T )

concentrates enough in order to be visible by the naked eye. A control band (C) is also

included in the membrane to capture label particles.

The set of specific immunoreactions can be summarized as:

[A] + [P ]
kbAP−−−−→←−−−−
kuAP

[AP ] (15)

[A] + [T ]
kbAT−−−−→←−−−−
kuAT

[AT ] (16)

[AP ] + [T ]
kbAPT−−−−−→←−−−−−
kuAPT

[APT ] (17)

[P ] + [C]
kbPC−−−−→←−−−−
kuPC

[PC] (18)

[AP ] + [C]
kbAPC−−−−−→←−−−−−
kuAPC

[APC] (19)

where single letters accounts for the already described reagents, and any combination

of two or three letters accounts for the corresponding complex, e.g. [AP ] accounts for

analyte–particle complex. Non–specific reactions were not taken into account in order

to facilitate the interpretation of the results, nevertheless the numerical tool is already

prepared for including further reacting species.

In this first example, we present a 1D numerical prototype of a LFIA, presenting 4

segments with different porosity and permeability properties. Device dimensions, material

properties and chemical properties of the species involved, where taken from literature,

and are reported in Tables S2, S3 and S4 in the supplementary material. The computation

domain consists of a mesh with 3000 linear segments.

Figure 2 shows the concentration profiles of every species at different times of the

determination, while a complete video can be found in the supplementary material (video

S1). The presented numerical experiment shows the complete operation of a typical LFIA

for the case of a positive analysis. It is worth to mention that Figure 2 shows the different

concentration fields, but it is not able to predict the visual perception of the user. In

order to achieve this, a concentration-to-color model is required, the computation of which

exceeds the aims of this work.

One may note here that, in developing a strip test, simple questions, but of significant

10
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relevance in practice, such as the optimal fluid velocity for a given capture efficiency, are

usually solved via experimentation. The quantitative calculations presented here allows

one to make informed decisions on the appropriate membrane porosity, capture site con-

centration, or sample volume, to mention a few of the several factors represented by the

model parameters reported in Tables S2-S4. For this purpose, the 1D scheme adopted

is quite reasonable. It should be noted that the conversion of the (real) systems with

overlapped segments to one with in-plane successive zones does not necessarily mean that

(real) segments are joined by the extremes; it is merely a model design to compute 1D

fluid flow throughout the whole strip, and results will be compared to the 2D enriched

model in the next section.

Figure 2: Concentration profiles along the 1D strip at four different times. (a) The analyte is
transported by the flow. The label particles are still dry, as well as the test and control lines. (b) The
fluid reaches the label particles. As they hydrate, they are transported by the fluid while reaction with
the analyte occurs, forming the AP complex. (c) The fluid reaches the test line and the reaction with A
and AP begins, forming AT and APT. (d) The fluid passes through the control line and continues to the
absorbent pad. The complex PC and APC indicate the validity of the (virtual) test performed.

5.2. 2D numerical prototype of LFIA

In this example, the previous prototype is re-calculated in a 2D domain, in order to

capture the influence of the 2D flow in the regions of material overlap between segments.

In this case, the computation domain consists of a mesh with 150440 quadrilateral lin-

11
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ear elements, while material properties, initial concentrations, reaction constants of the

chemical species involved, and dimensions of the device are exactly the same than in the

previous example, except the strip height, which was not considered previously, and equals

500 µm. Figure 3 summarizes the obtained numerical results, while a complete video of

the operation of the prototype is reported in the supplementary material (video S2).

It is worth noting that all the results regarding concentration fields are perfectly com-

parable with the previous 1D prototype, besides a slight difference for the arriving time

due to the increase of the effective pathlength due to the material overlap. In fact, in

addition to the information provided by the 1D model discussed above, this calculation

allows one to investigate the influence of the 2D streamlines on the assay performance.

More precisely, it is of interest to achieve an efficient transport of the different reactants

in the search for better analyte capture. Figure 3(b) clearly shows the perturbations that

the plug of particles undergoes while passing the overlapping zone between the conjugate

pad and the membrane. This simple example suggests that there is space to improve the

sensitivity and detection limits by redesigning the connection between segments. This

aspect is further discussed in the next study case.

5.3. Full 3D numerical prototype of LFB for dengue detection

The last application example consists in a full 3D numerical prototype of the LFB

for the detection of dengue-specific immunoglobulins, recently reported by [56]. In this

LFB, the sample (salivary fluid) and the regent are conducted through different paths:

the former is placed in the sample pad, where several unwanted proteins are filtered, and

meets the reagent upstream in a common strip (membrane). The analyte and the particles

react to form the AP complex directly on the membrane, where test and a control line

are located. At the end of the device, the absorbent pad enables a continuous flow that

increases the amount of APT and PC formed. The numerical prototype was constructed by

using the geometry detailed in the original work [56] and meshed with 127690 hexahedral

linear elements. Properties of the material and the chemical species involved, are reported

in Tables S5 and S6 in the supplementary material.

Zang and co-workers evaluated two possible configurations: in the first one, the sam-

ple and conjugate pads where directly laid on the test strip, producing a typical side flow

profile (Figure 4(a)), which yielded uneven reactions in the detection section of the test

strip, as is shown in Figure 5(a). In the second configuration, an impermeable membrane

12
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Figure 3: Fluid velocity and concentration profiles along the 2D strip at different times. The
top of the figure shows the streamlines in the overlapping regions between segments. In the bottom,
relevant concentration profiles are depicted. (a) At t = 12s the label particles are hydrated, and the
[A]+[P]
[AP] reaction begins. (b) From t = 15.3 to t = 18.3s, the particles arrive to the first overlapping
region, and they are spread due to the local velocity profile. (c) At t = 39.6s, P and AP arrive to the test
line, and the [A]+[T]
[AT] and [AP]+[T]
[APT] reactions take place. (d) At t = 100.7 the remaining P
and AP arrive to the control line, forming the complexes PC and APC.

13
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was placed between the conjugate and the sample pads, in order to separate both streams

(Figure 4(b)). This configuration produced a stacking flow profile which resulted in even

AP concentrations, and thus, even reactions in the detection lines as is shown in Fig-

ure 5(b). Additionally, it is worth to mention that Figure 5 clearly shows the capability of

the numerical prototype for reproducing the experimental results in both configurations.

It is also evident that the response of different designs can be easily predicted by running

the numerical prototype without the need of large experimental effort.

Figure 4: 3D flow profiles. (a) Side flow streamlines obtained when no impermeable membrane is
used between the sample and conjugate pads. (b) Streamlines in the stacking flow obtained when the
impermeable membrane is used to isolate the sample and conjugate pads flows. In both cases, the flow
developed in the sample pad is indicated with red streamlines, while green is used for streamlines originated
in the conjugate pad.

The full operation procedure of this LFB was also simulated. Results obtained numer-

ically at five relevant times, are shown in Figure 6 and a complete video of the operation

of the prototype can be found in the supplementary material (video S3).

As seen in Figure 6, the sharp corners of the sample pad produce a large distortion in

the traveling particle band. In order to illustrate the high potential of numerical prototyp-

ing, the geometry was optimized to improve the transport of the detection particles as it is

shown in Figure 7. The geometry was re-designed by following a previous work [57] which

shows how to minimize the racetrack effect. Figure 7 shows that such optimization allows

both a faster transport of the particle band and a better seizing of them. In fact, after

75s, more than 98% of the available particles has crossed the outlet plane in the optimized

14
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Figure 5: Control line reaction with stacking and side flows. (a) Even control line obtained with
the stacking flow approach. (b) Uneven control line obtained with side flow. The top images are adapted
from [56] with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry. The bottom figures are the concentration
profiles obtained numerically in this work.

Figure 6: Concentration profiles along the 3D LFB at different times. The layout of the device
is depicted in the centre of the figure. (a) At t=34 s the two fluid fronts containing the analyte and the
detection particles are close to reach the test strip. (b) At t=39 s, both fronts meet and the AP complex
formation begins. (c) When t=44 s; AP, P, and A, arrive to the test line, and react with T. (d) At t=54
s the front reach the control line, forming PC and APC. (e) t=64 s, the front has reached the absorbent
pad, and the test and control zones are almost totally formed.
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geometry. On the other hand, in the sharp edged geometry, after 95 s, more than 10%

of the available particles are behind the same plane. Moreover, the optimized geometry

produces a neater particle band, and hence neater reactions in the test strip. Finally, the

new design can be fabricated with the same laser tool used by the authors [56], and fits

in the same original cassette. A complete video of this numerical experiment is reported

in the supplementary material (video S4).

Figure 7: Conjugate pad geometry optimization. In the top of the figure, the amount of particles
present in the conjugate pad, up to the red plane, is plotted in red against time. Similarly, the amount of
particles, measured in mols, which already crossed the green plane, is plotted in green. In both cases, solid
lines correspond to the optimized-curved geometry, while the dashed lines correspond to the sharp-edged
geometry. In the bottom of the figure, particle band distortion, at five relevant times, is shown for both
geometries.

6. Conclusions

In this work we have developed a robust model that configures a complete and realistic

numerical prototype for LFB which is able to simulate a wide range of practical situations.

We have compared the performance of our method against analytical predictions and ex-

perimental results from a standard LFIA available in the literature, in order to validate the

proposed numerical prototyping tool. In the first and second application examples, we have

described the operation principles of a typical LFIA. The examples present two approach
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levels: the 1D prototype enables a fast resolution of the model and a rough estimation of

the main design parameters such as substrate lengths, reactive concentrations, placement

of the test and control lines, and general assay times. The 2D prototype provides more

specific information in order to assist a more advanced stage of a prototype design, and

the optimization of geometrical parameters, such as the shape of pathlines dispersing the

sample plug. In the third example, the 3D model gathered all these phenomena, but in a

more complex configuration for an already launched prototype, enabling to discuss further

optimization, based on experimental results. The different possible approaching levels of

the presented tool enables researchers to deal with the design problem of LFB at different

stages of their development, from a preliminary concept to the redesign of a consolidated

device.

Finally, one may conclude that the numerical prototypes are capable to deal with 3D

geometrical configurations, as well as with the variation of several physicochemical and

operational parameters that determine the LFB performance, i.e., porosity (materials and

geometric distribution), reactants concentrations, spatial distribution of bands, solubility

of compounds, velocity reactions, fluid viscosity, etc. This allows one to optimize the

operation of already available devices, and opens a wide range of new possibilities, like

running batch sensibility tests, or more interestingly, the prototyping of totally new de-

vices. Concerning detection, it is worth noting that the output of our calculations is the

concentration profile of each species during the assay. At the end of the test, one could

appropriately convert this concentrations into different physical signals such as typical

light absorbance or fluorescence. This possibility is of much interest for the simulation

of LFB that makes use of external readout, for example electrochemical detection or cell

phone based optical readings. This research topic is currently under development in our

working group.
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Paper Highlights. Numerical prototyping of lateral flow biosensors. 
 
Federico Schaumburg, Pablo A. Kler and Claudio L. A. Berli 
 
 
A novel complete numerical prototyping of lateral flow biosensors is presented. 
 
Full transport problem in 3D paper-based microfluidic devices is considered. 
 
The model enables LFB design with different geometries and assay formats.  
 
Better binding efficiency, shorter assay times, or improved LODs are readily explored. 
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